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NEW QUESTION: 1
You plan to deploy a containerized version of an Azure
Cognitive Services service that will be used for text analysis.
You configure https://contoso.cognitiveservices.azure.com as
the endpoint URI for the service, and you pull the latest
version of the Text Analytics Sentiment Analysis container.
You need to run the container on an Azure virtual machine by
using Docker.
How should you complete the command? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1:
mcr.microsoft.com/azure-cognitive-services/textanalytics/sentim
ent To run the Sentiment Analysis v3 container, execute the
following docker run command.
docker run --rm -it -p 5000:5000 --memory 8g --cpus 1 \
mcr.microsoft.com/azure-cognitive-services/textanalytics/sentim
ent \
Eula=accept \
Billing={ENDPOINT_URI} \
ApiKey={API_KEY} is the endpoint for accessing the Text
Analytics API.
https://&lt;your-custom-subdomain&gt;.cognitiveservices.azure.c
om Box 2: https://contoso.cognitiveservices.azure.com
{ENDPOINT_URI} is the endpoint for accessing the Text Analytics
API: https://&lt;your-custom-subdomain&gt;.cognitiveservices.a
The endpoint for accessing the Text Analytics API. zure.com
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/textanalytics/how-tos/text-analytics-how-to-install-containers?tabs
=sentiment

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop each STP port role on the left to the matching
statement on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure subscription that contains the resources
shown in the following table.
VM1 connects to VNET1.
You need to connect VM1 to VNET2.
Solution: You create a new network interface, and then you add
the network interface to VM1.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Instead you should delete VM1. You recreate VM1, and then you
add the network interface for VM1.

Note: When you create an Azure virtual machine (VM), you must
create a virtual network (VNet) or use an existing VNet. You
can change the subnet a VM is connected to after it's created,
but you cannot change the VNet.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows
/network-overview

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the Exhibit button.
Based on the exhibit, in which spanning-tree state would the
indicated port be?
A. learning
B. forwarding
C. listening
D. blocking
Answer: B
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